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Aims and Scope of the Conference

The International Conference on Integrated Information 2011 took place in Kos Island, Greece, between September, 29 and October, 3, 2011. IC-ININFO is an international interdisciplinary conference covering research and development in the field of information management and integration.

The conference aims at creating a forum for further discussion for an Integrated Information Field incorporating a series of issues and/or related organizations that manage information in their everyday operations. Therefore, the call for papers is addressed to scholars and/or professionals of the fields of Library and Archives Science (including digital libraries and electronic archives), Museum and Gallery Studies, Information Science, Documentation, Information Management, Records Management, Knowledge Management, Data management and Copyright experts the latter with an emphasis on Electronic Publications. Furthermore, papers focusing on issues of Cultural Heritage Management and Conservation Management are also be welcomed along with papers regarding the Management of Nonprofit Organizations such as libraries, archives and museums.

One of the primary objectives of the IC-ININFO will be the investigation of information-based managerial change in organizations. Driven by the fast-paced advances in the Information field, this change is characterized in terms of its impact on organizations that manage information in their everyday operations.

Grouping emerging technologies in the Information field together in a close examination of practices, problems and trends, IC-ININFO and its emphases on integration and management will present the state of the art in the field. Addressed jointly to the academic and practitioner, it will provide a forum for a number of perspectives based on either theoretical analyses or empirical case studies that will foster dialogue and exchange of ideas.

Topics of general Interest


Symposia

The Conference offered a number of sessions under its patronage, providing a concise overview of the most current issues and hands-on experience in information-related fields.

- Symposium on Integrated information: Theory, Policies, Tools
- 4th Symposium on Business and Management and Dynamic Simulation Models supporting management strategies
• Session on Open Access Repositories: Self-archiving, Metadata, Content policies, Usage
• Session on Evidence-Based Information in Clinical Practice
• Session on Business Management and Communication Strategies supporting Decision Making Process in Tourism Sector
• Session on Electronic Publishing: A Developing Landscape
• Session on Information and Knowledge Management
• Session on Information Content Preservation as Outcome of Conservation of Cultural Heritage: Ethics, Methodology and Tools
• Session on Advances Information for Strategic Management
• Session on Information History: Perspectives, Methods and Current Topics
• Session on Divergence and Convergence: Information Work in Digital Cultural Memory Institutions
• Session on Contemporary issues in Management: Organisational Behaviour, Information Technology, Education & Hospital leadership.

The wide range of aspects that the sessions covered, highlighted future trends in the Information Science.

**Paper Peer Review**

More than 300 papers had been submitted for consideration in IC-ININFO 2011. From them, 91 were selected for presentation, after peer review in a double blind review process. The accepted papers were presented at IC-ININFO 2011.

**Thanks**

We would like to thank all members that participated in any way in the IC-ININFO 2011 Conference and especially:

• The famous publishing house Emerald for its communication sponsorship.
• The co-organizing Universities and Institutes for their support and development of a high-quality Conference scientific level and profile.
• The members of the Scientific Committee that honored the Conference with their presence and provided a significant contribution to the review of papers as well as for their indications for the improvement of the Conference.
• All members of the Organizing Committee for their help, support and spirit participation before, during and after the Conference.
• The Session Organizers for their willing to organize sessions of high importance and for their editorial work, contributing in the development of valued services to the Conference.
• PhDc Marina Terzi for her excellent editorial work, contributing in the production of the Conference proceedings.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Professor Amanda Spink

Professor Amanda Spink has published over 340 scholarly journal articles, refereed conference papers and book chapters, and 6 books. Many of her journal articles are published in the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, Information Processing and Management, and the Journal of Documentation. She is Editor of the Emerald journal Aslib Proceedings. Amanda’s research has been published at many conferences including ASIST, IEEE ITCC, CAIS, Internet Computing, ACM SIGIR, and ISIC Conferences. Her recent books include Information Behavior: An Evolutionary Instinct and Web Search: Multidisciplinary Perspectives, both published by Springer. Amanda’s research focuses on theoretical and empirical studies of information behavior, including the evolutionary and developmental foundations. The National Science Foundation, the American Library Association, Andrew R. Mellon Foundation, Amazon.com, Vivisimo. Com, Infospace.com, NEC, IBM, Excite.com, AlltheWeb.com, AltaVista.com, FAST, and Lockheed Martin have sponsored her research. In 2008 Professor Spink had the second highest H-index citation score in her field from 1998 to 2008 [Norris, M. (2008)]. Ranking Fellow Scholars and their H-Index: Preliminary Survey Results. Loughborough University, Dept of Information Science Report].
Implementation of Workflows as Finite State Machines in a National Doctoral Dissertations Archive

Nikos Houssos, Dimitris Zavaliadis, Kostas Stamatis and Panagiotis Stathopoulos
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Abstract: Workflows for submission and processing of digital material is one of the important aspects of open access repositories and the major concerns in their implementation. The subject of the present paper is the modelling of processing workflows in the Hellenic National Archive of Doctoral Dissertations as Finite State Machines and their implementation through an original software library that enables client applications to create and utilise FSMs.

Keywords: Repositories, Workflows, Finite state machines, Electronic theses and dissertations, Object-oriented design.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we present the implementation of workflows for cataloguing and processing doctoral theses in the Greek National Archive of Doctoral Dissertations (HEDI) based on an original software library for Finite State Machines that has been developed by the Hellenic National Documentation Centre (EKT).

EKT has been granted by law 1566/1985 the responsibility of developing and maintaining the Greek National Archive of doctoral theses. The archive contains the doctoral dissertations produced in Higher Education Institutions as well as a number of PhD theses awarded to Greek scholars by universities outside Greece (USA, UK, Canada, and Germany, among others), in total about 24,500 theses as of February 2010, 2,75M pages of digitised and born-digital dissertations, with 1200 -1400 new dissertations arriving every year.

HEDI is supported by IT systems since 1986 when EKT developed the bibliographic database “National Archive of PhD Theses” employing for cataloguing the home-grown library automation software, ABEKT. Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε. Initially, EKT has been collecting from individual universities and cataloguing theses solely in print form. The database was made available to the public via the mainframe host computer ‘Hermes’ for more than a decade from 1986 until 1999. Thereafter, a new version of ABEKT has been used, including support for metadata standards like UNIMARC, UNIMARC Authorities and ISO 2709 and the Z39.50 protocol for search and retrieval of bibliographic records. This system, later integrated into the ARGO digital library portal (argo.ekt.gr) (Sfakakis, 2003) that is still in operation, provides free web-based access to metadata as well as advanced services to librarians, through a library catalogue-like user interface. Meanwhile, EKT proceeded with executing a major digitisation project for the majority of the dissertations in the – until then – print-only archive, which enabled open access to theses full text for Web users – realised through a specialised presentation application (Loverdos, 2001). Furthermore, in later years universities have been submitting theses to the archive, in both print and electronic form. As a result, today more than 75% of the theses in HEDI are available online in full text.

In 2009, a decision was made to re-build and modernise the information infrastructure supporting HEDI – a project that was completed in 2010. The following main choices were made:

- Create an e-theses repository on the DSpace platform, mainly targeting end-users.
- Create a separate IT application for the administration and management of the EKT internal workflows that are necessary for the processing of the material submitted to HEDI. The output of these workflows for every thesis is a quality-controlled metadata record and a searchable full-text file (or set of files). An important aspect to consider is that these workflows should be able to handle dissertations in both print and electronic form – note that the print archive is still maintained although a thesis is normally submitted in both print and electronic form. This application supports processing workflows for theses, acting as a service consumer for the workflow engine presented in this article.
- Maintain and constantly update the ARGO version of HEDI as a bibliographic system of choice for librarians offering to the latter additional important services like record export and transformation among various formats (e.g., MARC21 to UNIMARC). Ceasing to provide the HEDI database through this portal was considered to be a non sound option, given the popularity of ARGO among the Greek library community as well as the support of UNIMARC and related services.
- Select and reuse open source main software components, from the operating system to the repository and the middleware/database layer, while exploiting EKT’s virtual infrastructure (Stathopoulos, 2009) in order to provide HEDI services with higher availability, scalability and total cost of ownership. The same software...
components and technology have been previously used by EKT while developing institutional and subject repositories.

II. PROCESSING WORKFLOW FOR THESES
The internal workflow followed for the processing of the incoming dissertations material is depicted, at a high level of abstraction, in Figure 2 and can be described as follows:

1. The first step is the recording of the incoming material upon its receipt by EKT. This material includes the full-text dissertation document in print and electronic form (only print is currently mandatory); sometimes supplementary files (e.g., data sets) are provided. Furthermore, a declaration sheet by the doctoral degree holder about copyright issues is normally received – authors are being given the option to either make their full-text thesis publicly available immediately or after an embargo period (at most three years), as is common in other e-thesis systems. This sheet contains also basic descriptive metadata, comprising also author-defined keywords and abstract. Recording of physical (e.g., thesis hard copies) and digital object (files) is performed, as well as creating a very short metadata record including fields like author, degree awarding institution, date of degree award, date of submission to HEDI, public availability/copyright status as specified by the author, etc.

2. The second step in the workflow is the cataloguing of the thesis, to produce a detailed metadata record in the UNIMARC format; this is performed by qualified EKT/NHRF library personnel, starting either from scratch or from an ingested institutional repository record through a user-friendly interface. Furthermore, author-defined metadata is also taken into account, when available, and could be utilised after quality control. It is during the cataloguing phase that a unique identifier (number) is assigned to this particular thesis; this number is permanent and is used to identify all material related to the thesis within the archive. The assignment of the unique identifier is also a strict pre-requisite for starting the processing of the corresponding digital material (see step 3). After cataloguing, the metadata record (without the corresponding digital files – e.g. thesis full text) is published online in the repository and the bibliographic database.

3. The third phase is the processing of the material for the generation of a high quality, fully searchable digital file containing the dissertation full-text, as well as image files for individual pages to allow online page-by-page reading. This phase typically includes one of the following alternatives:
   - Digitisation, if the thesis document is available only in print form, which includes Optical Character Recognition (OCR) processing for making the resulting PDF file full-text searchable.
   - Production, based on the initially submitted digital file(s), of a thesis full-text file (in PDF format) ready for publication and subsequent preservation. This could entail, among others, transformation to PDF from other formats like .doc and .odp and checks on whether the dissertation text is fully searchable (otherwise, OCR is applied).
4. The last step in the workflow concerns the submission and storage of the digital material in a repository and the corresponding detailed record at the bibliographic database. Subsequent updates in the metadata and/or digital files are performed through the theses administration application and are propagated to both the repository and the bibliographic database. Future preservation actions are enacted on the digital files in the repository.

Figure 2 depicts the processing workflow modelled as a Finite State Machine (FSM) - a simplified version of the workflow is depicted for economy of presentation.

III. A SOFTWARE ENGINE FOR FINITE STATE MACHINES

To address the implementation of the aforementioned workflow in the system supporting HEDI, we have developed a software library, call FSM engine, for executing workflows modelled as Finite State Machines.

In particular, the FSM Engine is a Java API that allows definition and execution of workflows represented as state machines. It helps in cases where the behaviour of an object needs to be changed at runtime depending on its state, eliminating the need for extensive use of if/else and switch statements which make code unreadable and difficult to maintain. The FSM Engine is inspired by the State Design Pattern (Gamma, 1995) and has been developed by EKT.

The FSM Engine provides a set of reusable Java classes and interfaces that apply the abstract concepts of finite state machines at the source code level. By extending and implementing those classes and interfaces, a client application can systematically define how a system reacts to certain events avoiding at the same time cluttered case statements. This is achieved by specifying a set of valid states for an object along with possible transitions between states which are triggered by events. In addition, guard conditions can determine whether a transition should be executed or not and a set of possible actions can be associated with a given transition in order to be fired as a side effect of executing the transition. Branching is also supported, which enables multiple discrete transitions for a given event and at a given state – the evaluation of a boolean expression determines the specific transition to be followed in such a case.

The FSM engine domain model is depicted in Figure 3. The main classes comprising the engine are the following:

**StateContext**
Maintains a reference to the current state. It should be implemented by one or more client classes that can have different internal states and whose behavior changes depending on those states.

**State**
Represents the different states of the state machine. Each possible state of a class implementing the StateContext interface should correspond to a concrete implementation of this interface.

**StateName**
A Java enum acting as a bridge between StateContext and States.

**Event**
Represents an external or internal event such as a button click or a date expiration that can change the State of an object, thus leading to a state Transition in the system. Typically, there is only one Transition corresponding to a given Event but it is also possible to accommodate more than one Transitions for an Event via Branches and GuardConditions.

**Transition**
Defines the transition from one state to another as a response of the state machine to an occurrence of a specific Event. A Transition can be guarded by a GuardCondition which determines whether the execution of the Transition should proceed or not. In addition, a Transition can be associated with one or more Actions to be performed once the Transition has been executed.

**GuardCondition**
A GuardCondition is actually a Boolean expression that affects the behavior of the state machine by enabling Transitions only when it evaluates to true and disabling them when it evaluates to false. A GuardCondition can be associated with many Transitions but each Transition can have only one GuardCondition.

**Action**
Defines an activity that is to be performed when executing a certain Transition. An Action can be associated with more than one Transitions and a Transition can have more than one Actions. Also note that an Action can well trigger an Event having as a result another Transition.
**Branch**
Acts as a container of Transitions. It is used in cases where there is no one-to-one mapping between an Event and a Transition but instead there are more than one possible Transition for a given Event. In principle, the Transitions contained in a Branch are mutually exclusive, meaning that only one Transition will be executed each time and this will be determined once the GuardConditions of all Transitions have been evaluated.

**FiniteStateMachine**
An abstraction encapsulating the internal details of the state machine, presenting a single interface to the outside world. Implementation classes should be used as the main point where the lifecycle management of a StateContext takes place, whenever a triggering Event occurs.

In practice, to use the engine, the implementor of a workflow has to create concrete classes implementing interfaces like State, StateContext, Event, Transition, Action or the corresponding default classes offered by the library.

An important feature of the engine is that a specific workflow based on the implemented classes is specified outside the code in an XML configuration file – in particular an application context file of the Spring framework. The Spring dependency injection mechanisms are employed for an instantiation of a workflow/FSM engine. Therefore, modifications in a workflow (additions of states, transitions, events, actions, etc.) can be injected into the system without modifying source code – just by editing the configuration file.

**III. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK**
The main subject of the present article is the modelling of processing workflows in the Hellenic National Archive of Doctoral Dissertations as Finite State Machines and their implementation through an original software library that enables client applications to create and utilise FSMs. The adopted modelling and development approach proved to be appropriate for this use case.

Plans for further work regarding HEDI include the support of online submission workflows by authorised parties outside EKT (e.g. graduating doctoral students, university personnel) and automated ingest of records from external systems. These services require, among others, more sophisticated workflows for quality control both at the metadata and digital file level and further automation of digital file checking and processing.

Regarding the FSM engine, future plans include publishing and maintaining it as an autonomous open source project under a license that facilitates re-use in third-party applications. In terms of features, a priority is to make the engine even less intrusive for client applications, probably through mechanisms like Java annotations, aspect-oriented programming, and potentially metaprogramming in cases of integration with other than Java languages running on the Java Virtual Machine such as Groovy. Furthermore, support of advanced workflow features that go beyond standard FSM functionality will be investigated, such as clustering and orthogonality as supported by schemes like statecharts (Harel, 1987).
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